BUSINESS ADVERTORIAL

Unprecedented Local Growth
Over 40 Years of Global Aerospace Manufacturing and Engineering Experience
Recognized Leader in Legacy Aircraft Support Shows Unprecedented Local Growth

Ontic’s facility in Cheltenham was founded in 2011, after the global company acquired GE Aviation’s fuel
measurement and gauging business.

Ontic provides legacy aircraft support for hundreds of military, rotorcraft and civil aviation platforms including the Airbus A320 jetliner.

Ontic, a BBA Aviation company, is the leading
global provider of Original Equipment
Manufacturer (OEM) pedigree parts and
maintenance, repair and overhaul services for
legacy aerospace platforms. For more than 40
years, Ontic has licensed or acquired thousands
of top assemblies from leading aviation OEMs.
Their business and infrastructure is uniquely
positioned to support mature products for as
long as their customers may need them. Ontic
has three locations worldwide in the United
Kingdom, United States and Singapore.
“In a short time, we have built a secure and
profitable business not only by acquisition of
OEM legacy products, but also with attainment
of quality, professional and passionate people,”
Gareth Hall, Ontic President and Managing
Director said.

“The talent pool in the
Cotswolds produces elite
members of the aviation and
manufacturing industries”.
“We are proud to be home to those who are
on our team and aid in our quest for exceptional
customer service each and every day.”
Their local facility in Bishops Cleeve was
established in 2011 after the company acquired
GE Aviation’s fuel measurement business. Upon
institution, the facility manufactured and sold
fuel gauging and measurement systems to leading
defense and commercial airframe OEMs, airlines
and other aircraft operators. Key aircraft
platforms have included the Airbus A319/A320,

Boeing B777, Eurofighter Typhoon,
AgustaWestland AW101 and BAE Systems Hawk
2. Currently the site has added more component
parts and assemblies to their vast portfolio,
growing the company’s product support offerings
to legacy aircraft owners, operators, and
maintenance providers all over the globe.
“Ontic provides a critical service to the
aerospace industry, and with the establishment
of our Cheltenham facility, we have been able to
continue partnering with OEMs on mature and
non-core products, helping them achieve
strategic objectives,” Hall said. “By delivering in
a timely manner with OEM quality, customers
are assured that the products are available for as
long as the market requires them.”
Ontic provides FAA Part 145, EASA Part 21g
and 145 OEM support, including new and

serviceable spares and repairs for over 4,500
maturing aircraft parts. The products were
either licensed or acquired from major OEMs
such as Honeywell, UTC Aerospace, GE
Aviation, Safran, Thales Avionics and many
more. Ontic supports these OEMs by taking
complete responsibility for their mature and
non-core products, allowing the OEM to focus
on their current and future programs. Because
they are the experts at adopting and
transitioning aerospace products, Ontic helps
OEMs turn challenging product lines into profit
and ensures their customers have the availability
they demand with the level of service, support
and satisfaction they expect.
People & Community
With a global team of more than 350 dedicated
players, Ontic in Cheltenham is committed to
growing a successful business achieved by living
the BBA Aviation core values: Safety, People,
Integrity, Responsibility, Service and
Performance. They have a healthy Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) agenda, which
focuses on activities that support and involve
local community work.
“It is important for us to give back to a
community that provides so much to us,”
Alison Mellis, Ontic Head of Human Resources
said. “It is part of our core values, but it holds
significance with our employees and they have
made it part of our culture.”

Ontic’s portfolio of more than 4,500
maturing aircraft parts, licensed or
acquired from major OEMs, span all
major aircraft systems in both the civil
and military markets.

“In a short time, we
have built a secure and
proﬁtable business not
only by acquisition of
OEM legacy products, but
also with attainment of
quality, professional and
passionate people”

Gareth Hall - Ontic President
& Managing Director

Plans for future growth will continue to offer
opportunities for highly motivated, ambitious
and adaptable people. For more information
on opportunities to join the Ontic team,
please email recruitment@ontic.com.

